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Heavy rain causes lake to flood
By Haley Behre & Kaitlyn Kanzler

LAKE COMO — Monday’s heavy rain left water in residents’
homes and yards, a scene that is all too familiar for many who
suffered damage from Hurricane Sandy.

Lake Como, which is owned by Lake Como, Belmar and Spring
Lake, has a tendency of overflowing during inclement weather.
During Hurricane Sandy last October the lake exceeded its
banks, extending into the town and flooding many homes.

After Hurricane Sandy, the outfall pipe for the lake, which sits
on Spring Lake property, was not properly draining water from
the lake. As a result, pumps permanently sat at the lake,
extending over Ocean Avenue to the ocean, to drain it. The
outfall pipe has since been fixed, and pipes have been placed
underground in case pumps are needed.

To prepare for the heavy rain on Monday, three pumps were
placed underground at Lake Como to pump the lake down.

With the pumps in place, the borough is “holdings our own,”
but they are worried about future weather predictions, said
Mayor Mike Ryan.

Even with the pumps working, the rain was too much for the
lake and it began to exceed the lake’s edges. In addition,

some residents’ basements and yards
flooded due to the heavy rain.

Dr. Joseph Stuto has lived in his summer home on North Boulevard for about five
years, he said.

Since living there, he said his property has a tendency to get water when the water
tables are high and Lake Como fills up, but he has “never had [it] to this extent.”

Dr. Stuto’s home flooded during Sandy, flooded last Friday when Tropical Storm Andrea
brought heavy rain, and again on Monday.

Until they get the lake working correctly, the doctor said “I guess I’m going to have a similar problem.”

Mayor Ryan said the “best case scenario” is that Lake Como, Belmar and Spring Lake enter into an interlocal
agreement with South Monmouth Regional Sewerage Authority [SMRSA] so the lake is under one jurisdiction,
instead of multiple jurisdictions. If this happens, SMRSA would take the lead on the lake.

Spring Lake Borough Administrator Bryan Dempsey, said that they are working to see if SMRSA will manage the
lake because they are out there more often checking the two pump stations located around the lake.

“They can check the lake much easier than we can because as long as it’s not flooding, the chance is our public
works guys aren’t out there,” Mr. Dempsey said.

A fourth pump has been placed at the lake to lower the lake level more since additional storms are in the
forecast.
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Lake Como overflowed its banks on Monday due
to heavy rains. Pumps have been placed under
Ocean Avenue to help bring down the lake’s
levels. Those pumps will remain in place
because another storm is expected this week.
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Spring Lake Mayor Jennifer Naughton said the temporary pumps placed under the lake are there, not because
the outfall pipe is not working, but because with the three inches of rain that fell in 90 minutes on Monday
there was not much they could do to prevent flooding.

“The idea is that we won’t need pumps there,” Mayor Naughton said. “The lake drain should drain the lake.”

According to Mr. Dempsey, the pumps would be used on a case-by-case basis. Spring Lake is currently the only
borough with the equipment and man power to move the pumps. He said that the borough is looking for a way
to split the cost so Spring Lake is not in charge of absorbing all of it.

Mr. Dempsey said that with the four pipes underneath Ocean Avenue, it should never have to be closed again.

Mr. Dempsey also said that the borough is also looking to see if the there is a way to extend the pipe. He also
suggested that there might be a chance to gravity flow the water from the lake to the ocean on an emergency
basis.
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